Polysilicon production costs contribute approximately to 25-33% of the overall cost of the solar panels and a similar fraction of the total energy invested in their fabrication. Understanding the energy losses and the behaviour of process temperature is an essential requirement as one moves forward to design and build large scale polysilicon manufacturing plants. In this paper we present thermal models for two processes for poly production, viz., the Siemens process using trichlorosilane (TCS) as precursor and the fluid bed process using silane (monosilane, MS). We validate the models with some experimental measurements on prototype laboratory reactors relating the temperature profiles to product quality. A model sensitivity analysis is also performed, and the effects of some key parameters such as reactor wall emissivity, gas distributor temperature, etc., on temperature distribution and product quality are examined. The information presented in this paper is useful for further understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of both deposition technologies, and will help in optimal temperature profiling of these systems aiming at lowering production costs without compromising the solar cell quality.
Introduction and scope
In the last years production of solar cells has by far surpassed microelectronics as the main consumer of polysilicon in the world market [1] . Although the exponential growth in world production capacity made the silicon prices drop dramatically, they are foreseen to become stable in the next years [2, 3] and significant growth in polysilicon consumption is expected in the medium-long term [4, 5] . As the production of silicon feedstock is responsible of about 25-33% of the energy cost of an installed silicon based solar cell module [6, 7] , the importance for polysilicon producers to reduce production costs is revealed [8] .
The most common means of obtaining polycrystalline solar grade silicon (SoGSi) is via decomposition of a silicon containing reactant gas through heating. The currently favoured method is the chemical route from trichlorosilane (TCS), named the Siemens process, which leads to high quality polysilicon at the expense of high energy consumption. Thus, low-cost technologies of obtaining polycrystalline silicon are coming on the scene: i. e. monosilane (MS) based fluidized bed reactors (FBR). In short, at present two main trends in polysilicon production exist: increase efforts to reduce the ratio kilowatts-hour per kilogram (kWh/kg) of polysilicon produced through the traditional process and support the new low-cost technologies development to make the lower energy consumption a sufficient advantage compared to other process disadvantages [9] .
Scope
CVD processes are complex; thermodynamics, radiation, fluid-dynamics, kinetics and chemistry are involved [10, 11, 12, 13] . Understanding of the fundamental reactions and how they influence product quality at the same time as to comprehend the phenomena responsible of the energy consumption, is key in order to aid further development in polysilicon CVD.
Although a debate in the polysilicon community about the benefits and drawbacks of these different deposition technologies exists [1, 2] , there is a lack of reliable data, based on rigorous models, and contrasted experimentally in similar conditions [14, 15, 16] . Also, some of the shortcomings of the FBR in terms of material quality are related to the nature of the process. In this paper theoretical models of heat losses of a Siemens reactor and a FBR prototype are developed and the thermal distributions within a fluidized bed and a Siemens reactor are explored; both experimental data and associated modelling are presented. The thermal conditions within the reactors are directly linked to the decomposition and deposition sequence which in turn influences the quality of the produced silicon. Any reduction in silicon price cannot come at the expense of a reduction in solar cell performance. It is therefore essential to know how the thermal distribution is within different reactor concepts and how these distributions may be altered in order to promote favourable growth and suppress competing unwanted mechanisms.
As has been established earlier by others, the solar cell efficiency will ultimately depend on the concentration of impurities in the material, not to disregards other defects and the passivation of the surfaces [17] . Of these contributions the impurity concentration level is linked to the feedstock route while the other contributions are linked to the crystallisation and cell processing. The question is therefore not if impurities may influence the possible obtainable efficiency of the solar cells, but if these levels are relevant as current limitation for the efficiency. A further question may be that for high efficiency cell concepts if sufficient material quality is obtainable through low cost routes.
Polysilicon deposition technologies

Siemens process
The traditional route for polysilicon production consists of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) from TCS [18] . CVD of polysilicon comprises two main steps: metallurgical silicon (MG Si) transformation to TCS and purification, and TCS reduction into high purity silicon. The latter, the CVD of polysilicon itself, is the largest contributor to the energy consumption of the overall process which is in the range of 45-80 kWh/kg; the best number corresponds to large capacity plants [19, 20, 21] . From now on, we refer to the CVD of polysilicon as the Siemens process.
The Siemens process occurs inside a bell reactor containing heated silicon rods in a reactive gas atmosphere. It requires high deposition temperatures while keeping the reactor wall relatively cold. Joule's effect is responsible of the heating of the rods until the deposition temperature, that is typically, 1100-1150
• C. The initial diameter of the seed rods is less than 1 cm and the deposition process runs until rods diameters are in the range 13-20 cm. The need for maintaining large temperature differences between the deposition surfaces and the reactor wall -to avoid homogeneous nucleation that would lead to lower quality of the resulting material-will cause a limit to theoretical reactant yield; and is the main responsible of the high energy consumption. However, several improvements have been made to the design resulting in a substantial reduction in energy consumption [22] .
The Siemens process was initially developed to produce electronic grade polysilicon (EG Si), which has a purity of at least 99.9999999%, or 9N. This is the purity level needed in the microelectronics industry, though the purity requirements in the solar PV industry may be less demanding [23, 24] , what opens opportunities for possible modifications to reduce the energy consumption of the Siemens process.
Fluidized bed reactors
The most valued alternative to the Siemens reactor is the fluidized bed reactor (FBR) [25] . A cylindrical reactor vessel is filled with tiny silicon particles which are kept fluidized by an ascending gas flow, typically hydrogen. The column of particles in the fluidized bed is heated above 600
• C for the decomposition reaction to occur and the reactive gas, monosilane gas (MS), is inserted. The initial diameter of the silicon particles is in the range of microns, and after some dwelling time the particles have grown to a size suitable for extraction [26, 27] .
In the FBR, the decomposition reaction to polysilicon deposition occurs at temperatures significantly lower than in a Siemens reactor. The FBR holds the potential to become the dominating CVD reactor for production of solar grade silicon since the energy consumption per kilogram of silicon produced is estimated to be in the range of 4-16 kWh/kg [28, 29] ; numbers vary depending on the number of steps or energy consuming processes that have been accounted for its calculation. However, it is first necessary to address the challenges with purity and porosity, production of fine dust (fines), and to achieve good gas and temperature control, among others [30, 31] .
The purity of the polysilicon obtained from MS in a FBR is below that of the Siemens process, compromising its use for microelectronic devices. It can be acceptable for solar cells, provided good temperature control and low amount of fines formation achieved in the process [32, 33] .
Heat loss phenomena in SoGSi production
First, the heat loss problem associated with polysilicon CVD is addressed; all contributions to the energy consumption of both the Siemens reactor and the FBR are introduced. When applying the energy balance equation to the polysilicon CVD problem, the following contributions must be evaluated: the rate of variation of energy, the net rate of kinetic and internal energy transfer by convective transport, the net rate of heat transfer by conduction due to temperature gradient and enthalpy transport for an ideal gas, the rate of work done on the system by other molecular transport mechanism (pressure and stress) and by external forces, the heat of chemical reactions and the heat transfer by radiation [34, 35, 36] . In the following, the relevant terms contributing to the energy consumption of each particular reactor will be identified.
Siemens reactor
In the Siemens reactor heat loss is due to radiation, conduction and convection via gases and the heat consumed due to the chemical reactions taking place [37] . Of these, the major contributor is radiation heat loss [38] ; contribution of the latter is typically below 1%, thus heat consumption due to chemical reactions taking place can be disregarded.
As stated above, the main challenge of the Siemens process is to reduce the ratio kWh/kg of silicon produced. On the one hand, faster deposition processes are desired to reduce this ratio. On the other hand, higher deposition rates are obtained with higher temperatures, leading to higher energy consumption.
Therefore, a compromise solution is needed; it is widely accepted that the deposition temperature at which the ratio kWh/kg is minimized is between 1100-1150
FBR
Several attempts have been made to use chlorosilanes in fluidized beds for polysilicon production. However, this has so far proven challenging as there will always be a temperature distribution within a fluidized bed. This is simply because the reactant needs to be injected at a temperature below its decomposition temperature: for both TCS and MS this will typically be below 300
• C. Ideal deposition temperature will be 600-800
• C for MS, for TCS it will be 900-1100
• C [31, 12] . However, whereas suboptimal deposition due to low temperature may lead to hydrogen inclusions for silanes, they will lead to chlorine inclusions for chlorosilane based depositions [40] . This may be improved by going to higher temperatures and higher hydrogen to TCS ratios, as these will increase reverse mechanisms leading to continual chlorine removal.
However this will directly go against the motivation for using FBRs since these two factors will lead to higher energy consumption. In the end, for TCS feed in FBR, it will not be possible to come down to the low energy consumption possible with silane based reactors merely due to the fundamental kinetics.
In case of FBRs radiation and the heat transfer due to mass transport are both important contributors to the energy consumption. The process of silane decomposition into elemental silicon and hydrogen is weakly exothermic. However, not all intermediate reactions are exothermic so the decomposition may not give a net heat contribution in all parts of the reactor. The layout of the reactor and the hydrogen to silane ratio will therefore be important in how low energy consumption will be possible.
CVD reactors modeling
The process of conversion of TCS gas to solid polysilicon (Siemens CVD) has been investigated in a computational model, as is the process of conversion of MS gas to solid polysilicon (FBR). Due to the configuration of both reactors, the CFD models developed are well represented by axi-symmetric models.
The global model accounting for all important aspects of heat transfer and gas flow has been developed using SiSim [41, 42, 43] , a software dedicated to silicon production processes developed in the frame of the Norwegian center Solar United. For general 3D problems, the dependent variables are the velocities u, the pressure p, the temperature T and the radiosity J. These time-dependent variables are solved from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations including the continuity equation, the energy conservation equation
and the surface-to-surface radiation model. Model equations for mass and momentum conservation are
and
In equation 2, g is the gravitational acceleration, t is the time, ρ is the density, ρ 0 is the reference density, ν is the molecular kinematic viscosity and x i is the spacial coordinate in direction i. The conservation of energy equation is employed to calculate the temperatures. This equation reads
where c p is the specific heat capacity and λ is the thermal conductivity. Thermal radiation is the main heat transfer mechanism in CVD reactors. The surface-to-surface radiation model is used to calculate thermal radiation [44, 45] . This model makes use of view factors (F i j ). These are geometrical parameters that define the fraction of radiation leaving surface i, which is intercepted by surface j. View factors are calculated using the hemicube method [46] . Radiosity has the units W/m 2 , and it accounts for all of the radiant energy leaving a surface. The governing equation reads
where J i represents the radiosity of surface i, ε i represents the emissivity of surface i and σ is the Stefan- 
This heat flux serves as a thermal boundary condition in the subsequent thermal analysis of the solids.
Siemens laboratory scale reactor
The Siemens laboratory reactor consists of a cylindrical chamber in which one or more rods are fixed.
The seed silicon rods are heated by the Joule effect by means of a power supply through a pair of electrodes; placed at the top and bottom of the cylindrical chamber. The reactor wall is kept at low temperatures by means of water cooling. The reactive gases enter the reactor chamber through the bottom, flow along the rod or rods placed inside, and leave through the top. In figure 1 a photograph of the Siemens laboratory reactor is
presented. Temperatures at a number of log points and at the rods' surface are monitored during a deposition experiment. In addition, inlet gases mixture, pressure, gas flow and the power supplied are monitored. The initial rods' diameter is 7-8 mm and the deposition experiments length is typically 8-10 hours. Detailed information of the Siemens prototype set-up and data of a number of experiments can be found in [47, 48] .
Model
The geometry and the mesh of all elements conforming the laboratory reactor are developed. The length of the silicon rod is 53 cm and the inner diameters of the reactor chamber are 20 and 15 cm. The different domains defined are: the rod (silicon), the casing (stainless steel), the fluid flow domain (hydrogen and TCS) and the cooling (water). Finally, the mesh is composed of 3836 elements and 4722 nodes.
Results
Three different experiments conducted in the laboratory reactor were selected to be reproduced by means of CFD modelling. These experiments present a single rod configuration and are conducted at approximately 1000, 1100 and 1150 • C; experiments A, B and C, respectively. Conditions of pressure and inlet gas composition are the same for the three experiments. Although obvious differences in the simulated results for • C, the inlet gas temperature is 50
• C, the outlet gas temperature is 281
• C, the wall temperature at the middle part of the reactor chamber is 293
• C and the temperatures of the external wall are around 20
• C due to the water cooling. By looking at the flow field it can be observed that gas recirculation zones exist; the sudden expansion and contraction of the chamber are the factors that create the recirculation zones. Notice that in the laboratory scale reactor the wall temperature is far below the critical one, but in the industry the inner wall temperature can reach much higher temperatures, then it is forced -by water cooling-to be below 400-500
• C to avoid undesired high temperature regions.
In tables 1, 2 and 3, experimental temperatures measured at a number of points in experiments A, B and Experimental Modelling Difference Finally, the wall temperature was not recorded, but the modelling results are shown since it is considered an important parameter.
The experimental growth rates obtained for experiments A, B and C are 2.1, 3.4 and 3.9 µm/min. These values lead to several times higher energy consumption than in industry: the ratio kWh/kg obtained with the 
Sensitivity analysis
From the results presented above, the CFD model developed for the Siemens laboratory scale reactor is found to be good enough to reproduce the polysilicon deposition process conditions. The difference between the predicted and measured temperature of the rod is below 2.3%.
Here, the model is applied to the study of the effect of the variation of the wall emissivity on the tem- temperatures of the wall and the outlet gases also increase as the rod temperature does. Notice that the condition of the surfaces within the reactor can change during a deposition process -thus, also the emissivities-.
As exposed in section 3, higher rod temperatures imply faster deposition processes; thus low wall emissivities are desired in order to decrease the ratio kWh/kg of polysilicon. However, this consumption reduction would be limited by the final material quality if nucleation temperatures are reached.
Moreover, the effect of different inlet flow rates on the fluid flow and the temperature distribution is studied. All deposition process conditions of experiment B are reproduced considering gas speeds at the reactor inlet two and four times larger. In table 5 the relevant temperatures predicted by the simulation for inlet flow rates of 15, 30 and 60 standard litres per minute (slm) are presented. It can be observed that as the flow rate increases the temperatures of the rod, the wall, and the outlet gases decreases, since convection and conduction heat loss via gases increase with the flow rate. Higher flow rates would lead to higher deposition rates if the process is limited by mass transport. Thus, higher flow rates would be desired in order to reduce the ratio kWh/kg consumed until the process becomes to be limited by the reaction. Most likely deposition rates would be mass transfer controlled due to the high temperatures [36, 49] .
FBR prototype reactor
The FBR prototype consists of a cylindrical chamber in which the silicon beads are deposited. The gas enters the reactor chamber through the bottom part, through a number of holes machined on the baseplate, and the gas, together with the silicon beads, is heated by means of four heaters surrounding the cylindrical chamber. In figure 3 a photograph of the FBR prototype is shown. The typically initial beads diameter is 200
µm. The fluidizing gas can be either nitrogen, hydrogen or a mixture of both. Once a good fluidization is achieved and the deposition temperature reached, the reactive gas -MS-is introduced and the decomposition starts. MS concentration varies in the range of 5-20%, and the inlet flow rates are tipically between 30-130 slm. The length of the deposition processes conducted with the prototype is between 8-25 h. Further information and data about the FBR prototype can be found in [50, 51] .
Model
The geometry and the mesh of all elements conforming the FBR prototype are developed. The height of the reactor chamber is 150 cm and its inner diameter is 15.5 cm; The heated length is around 100 cm.
The different domains defined are: the baseplate (aluminium, synthetic wool and stainless steel), the casing (stainless steel), the fluid flow (hydrogen and MS), the heaters (induction coil), the wall isolation (ceramic foam) and the cooling (water). Finally, the mesh is composed of 14272 elements and 15912 nodes.
The FBR prototype modelling is more complex than the laboratory Siemens reactor and it has the limitation that the silicon beads are not part of the thermal model. This would require a tailor-made sub-model for handling a large number of dynamic particles that interfere. These particles consume energy which in our modelling approach is distributed to the reactor solids. Notwithstanding, the radiation, thermal and fluid flow problems can be defined; and by solving these problems the temperature distribution and the fluid flow field -among others-are obtained. Notice that the fluid flow field resultant of this model will not be close to reality, neither the power consumed to obtain the temperature distribution measured experimentally, since the silicon beads are not modelled. However, main challenges of the FBRs are directly dependent on gas temperature distribution, thus, highly relevant information can be obtained if the modelled temperature distribution is consistent with the experimental data even with this simplified version of the fluidized bed model.
Results
Results of the FBR prototype modelling are compared with experimental data. In this case, two different experiments conducted with the FBR prototype are selected: experiments D and E. All boundary conditions in both experiments, except the inlet flow rate, are similar (decomposition temperatures, pressure, gases mixture, etc.). The inlet flow rate in experiments D and E is 30 and 120 slm, respectively. From these experiments, temperature measurements at a number of points have been monitored; these points are indicated in figure 4 . The temperature distribution shown in figure 4 corresponds to experiment D. In tables 6 and 7 measured and simulated values are compared. In both experiments, differences between experimental and simulation data are below 5% for almost all the gas temperature measurements. In table 6 a good agreement is found for the reactor wall temperatures, while higher differences between the measured and the calculated data are found in the lower part of the reactor. In table 7 the opposite occurs, there is a good agreement between the temperatures at the bottom part of the reactor but higher differences in between measured and calculated data are obtained at the reactor wall.
Due to the choice of applying a axi-symmetrical model, the reactor baseplate geometry deviates from the real one. The holes where the gas enters the reactor are approximated by inlet ring areas in the model. This difference is noticeable for low inlet gas flow, and it explains the higher differences between the temperatures in the lower part of the reactor in experiment D. In addition, since the silicon beads are not simulated, considering a slower gas flow the differences of the real and the simulated heat transfer coefficient -between the reactor wall and the fluidized bed-is closer. The latter explains the higher differences in the wall temperature obtained in experiment E. The maximum differences obtained in experiment D expressed in Celsius degrees are 113
In experiment E differences of the wall temperatures expressed in Celsius degrees are higher, in the range of 61 to 125 • C. All experimental temperature measurements are conducted with thermocouples, which error is considered to be within ±10 • C.
Sensitivity analysis
The results presented above show that the CFD model developed provides reasonable estimates of the temperatures distribution. • C] 585 582 582 T gas 1 [
• C] 588 586 586 T gas 2 [
• C] 645 595 584 T gas 3 [
• C] 728 621 585 T gas 4 [
• C] 784 665 598 T wall 1 [
• C] 558 557 547 T wall 2 [
• C] 776 748 707 T wall 3 [
• C] 878 825 811 T wall 4 [
• C] 906 883 871
The influence of a number of the relevant parameters in the polysilicon deposition by means of the FBR prototype are then studied: gas mixture, heat transfer between interfaces, inlet flow rate and material properties. Different gas composition for the same process conditions were simulated: mixtures from 5 to 30% of MS and hydrogen; in all cases the temperature distribution obtained was virtually identical. Heat transfer coefficients between the different interfaces were also varied -within the known orders of magnitude for each one-and no relevant differences in the resultant temperature distribution were obtained.
The effect of the flow rate in the temperature distribution is strong. For the deposition conditions of experiment E, a few simulations considering different flow rates are conducted. In table 8 the temperatures at a number of positions in the reactor for different flow rates -70, 120 and 150 slm-are shown. It can be observed that as the flow rate is increased, the temperatures at the monitoring points are reduced. In addition, the effect of considering different flow rates observed is stronger as we move far from the base plate. Notice that this effect will not be so strong if a good fluidization of the bed is achieved.
Some of the materials considered for the FBR prototype assembly could be changed for more proper ones if the material properties are found to be relevant for changing the temperature distribution to a better one. In order to perform this sensitivity analysis the following material properties are selected: the reactor wall emissivity and the thermal conductivity of the baseplate.
In table 9 the temperatures at a number of points for different wall emissivities -0.2, 0.5 and 0.8-are
shown. If the wall emissivity is increased from 0.5 to 0.8, all temperatures in table 9 increase: the average of this increment is 3.7% (or 23.0 • C). When decreasing the wall emissivity from 0.5 to 0.2, all the temperatures decrease; now, the average of this decrement is 4% (or 25.9
• C). For all data in table 9 the same power input has been considered, thus, for a selected deposition temperature, higher wall emissivities lead to lower • C] 497 518 543 T gas 1 [
• C] 502 520 547 T gas 2 [
• C] 576 596 623 T gas 3 [
• C] 594 624 645 T gas 4 [
• C] 598 636 652 T wall 1 [
• C] 580 603 610 T wall 2 [
• C] 619 647 675 T wall 3 [
• C] 624 653 681 T wall 4 [
• C] 624 650 678 energy consumption while lower emissivities do the opposite. No relevant differences in the temperature distribution are noticed; differences between the maximum and minimum gas temperatures changing the wall emissivities from 0.8 to 0.2 are under 5%. Hence, lower wall emissivities lead to a small improvement of the temperature homogeneity, and at the same time lower energy consumption (see 4.1.3).
Finally, the thermal conductivity (λ) of the baseplate insulation element has been increased 4 and 8 times.
In figure 5 the temperature distribution of the baseplate for the different λ -0.08, 0.32 and 0.64 W/K·m-is shown. It can be clearly appreciated how as the thermal conductivity increases the temperature gradient decreases. The noticeable changes in the temperature distribution of the baseplate only affect significantly the gas temperatures at the very bottom of the fluidized bed; lower λ leads to higher temperatures in this region. Therefore, lower λ could be considered in order to increase the undesired low temperatures of the gas region close to the baseplate; that favour homogeneous nucleation -thus, fines formation- [51] .
Discussion
CVD Polysilicon quality directly affects the solar cell performance. Despite a range of accepted purities of the raw material for solar cells production exist, the higher material quality -up to a limit-the higher cell efficiency [52, 53, 54] .
Siemens reactor
The CFD model for the Siemens laboratory reactor give us reliable data about the fluid flow, the temperatures distribution, and definitely, about the power consumption. Therefore, this model allows to identify the parameters responsible of the greatest power consumption and, thus, suggest some modifications that could decrease the ratio kWh/kg of silicon produced. On the other hand, deposition temperature has an important effect on the output material quality. For polysilicon deposition from TCS in Siemens reactors, slower deposition processes (low deposition temperatures) lead to high quality material and smooth surface finishing. As the deposition temperature increases the growth rate does the same, thus the increment of the deposition rate leads to greater surface roughness.
Above a certain deposition temperature (typically above 1150
• C) dendritic growth starts [47] and risk of homogeneous nucleation exists [31] . Now, growth rates are faster but the quality of the output material is lower.
From the modelling results and the sensitivity analysis presented in subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, a high reflective reactor wall leads to higher deposition temperatures for a fixed power input, therefore the ratio kWh/kg can be reduced. The output material quality will be lower, but in most cases enough to fulfil the purity required for the photovoltaic industry. The key to obtain a high purity polysilicon is to keep the reactor wall at low temperatures, below 400-500
• C to avoid nucleation phenomenon [55] .
FBR
For the FBR, the CFD model give us reliable data about the temperatures distribution, that is related to material quality. The FBR modelling has been performed with a relatively simple model compared to other approaches. Several mechanisms active within a FBR have not been taken into account. However, the data fits closely with the experimental results. Considering the same reactive gas, FBR has advantages over a fixed bed or other CVD-type reactors. FBR presents more homogeneous temperature and concentration profiles, gradients are avoided, due to the fluidization mixture effect. The better homogenization avoids hot or cold points in the particles bed inside the reactor chamber. However, temperature gradients appear in between the bed and the surrounding elements, baseplate or reactor wall. These gradients will depend on a number of factors but in general the temperature differences in relation to the efficiency of the heat transfer mechanisms will dictate the temperature distribution. The distribution is crucial as the decomposition sequence of silane to silicon contains a number of intermediate temperature dependent reactions [9] . Further, the fluid-mechanics of the bed will also influence the nature of the growth. Larger bubbles in silane rich regions of the bed will promote gaseous nucleation and homogeneous growth thus fines production. Fines production is directly a problem because it is a loss mechanism, even if some of the fines may be scavenged and thus not directly lost [30] . However, this contribution comes with a cost since fines scavenging may lead to porous regions, and hydrogen inclusions [50, 56, 57] . To a large extent it is possible to overcome these challenges by limiting the mean bubble size, limit the silane concentration and maintain the right temperature profile close to the silane inlet of the FBR [50] . The experimental data presented in this paper together with the modelling tool may be one step towards a tool to describe the reactant inlet thermal profile for various designs and thus aid further design work for such reactors.
CVD reactors comparison
When comparing between the Siemens reactor and the FBR for polysilicon production, in terms of energy consumption, the alleged advantages of the FBR -such as lower energy costs due to lower deposition temperatures-are not due to the FBR itself, but to the use of MS gas instead of TCS. To some extent this argument may be true. The two have about the same decomposition initiation temperature around 400 • C but a very different deposition temperature -for TCS in the order of 850-1100
• C whereas for silane 650-700
this means that the actual temperature difference needed will be larger for TCS which is directly linked to the thermal losses. Also, for TCS the maximum theoretical yield is in the order of 23% while the value achieved in practise is around 15%, which means that one needs to heat and recycle another 85% which does not contribute to the production. Lastly hydrogen takes place in the decomposition reaction for TCS which means that one needs to have a large excess hydrogen flow to keep the reaction going.
The advantage of the FBR is most obvious for the silane based process [58] . For silane the same mechanisms may lead to hydrogen encapsulation, however, hydrogen may be removed from the silicon lattice by heating to a temperature far below the melting point [12] . Hydrogen encapsulations will therefore not directly reduce the bulk minority carrier lifetime, which will be different for chlorine encapsulations typical of TCS in a FBR.
The largest difference between the two reactor types is the heat transport mechanisms in comparison to the transport of the reactant. For a Siemens type reactor the dwelling time of silane may be relatively long as the gas may be in parts of the reactor with a too low temperature and the heat transport through radiation is quite effective due to the large temperature differences and that the different surface are exposed in relation to each other. For a FBR the situation is quite different, if the bubbles are kept small. The reactant is quite quickly heated to the point of decomposition upon being inserted to the reactor. The different surfaces are not directly exposed to each other which means that direct radiation is lower than for the Siemens layout.
The success of the reactor therefore lies in how to limit the heat transport between the surfaces of different temperature while at the same time maintaining an ideal temperature profile in the reactant inlet area in order to aid a controlled bead initiated growth and suppress formation of fines and subsequently fines scavenging and porous regions [12, 9] . There is also an inherent challenge in the combined fluid-mechanics and the wear on the internal surfaces of the FBR. This mechanism may to a large extent be overcame by controlling the fluid mechanics, use of liners and maintaining a layer of protective silicon on the internal reactor surface.
It is nevertheless a challenge with FBR which needs to be addressed.
Conclusion
The Siemens process has been until now the main polysilicon production process. The high energy consumption of this type of reactors and the market context make low cost technologies -like FBR-coming into scene. However, FBRs need first to overcome a number of challenges to make their lower energy consumption a sufficient advantage compared to process disadvantages. For both type of reactors the nature of the deposited silicon will depend on among other things the temperature of the deposition surface at the time of deposition. The structure of the material, the crystallinity, the porosity and also the possibility of chlorine encapsulations for chlorosilane based reactors and hydrogen encapsulation for silane based reactors.
For the Siemens layout the challenge is limited since the deposition temperature to a large extent may be closely controlled. For the FBR there will allways be a distribution in deposition temperature since the history of the individual beads meeting the incoming reactant will be different. This challenge is generic for the layout type and the only thing one may do is to limit the problem to a point where the result is minor.
The CFD models for the Siemens and FBR prototypes developed give us reasonable estimates of the temperature distribution, therefore they become an important tool for further understanding of the basic reactor design aspects of these processes and will help in optimal temperature profiling of these systems. The reactant thermal profile is key to understand how the fundamental reactions influence the product quality, and the models presented give relevant insight to address this issue.
